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It is known that those fields F which are of class C (in the sense of R. Ware) can 
be characterized by their Witt ring structure, as well as by the behavior of their 
binary quadratic forms and the structure of their Galois 2-extensions. In this paper 
we show that C-fields which have at least 8 square classes are characterized by the 
absence of a certain group DC of order 16 as a Galois group over them. Moreover, 
we show that the level of such a field is determined by the presence or absence of 
the cyclic group of order 4 and the dihedral group of order 8 as Galois groups over 
it. These results provide an interesting continuation of the work of Ware. In the 
appendix we give an explicit construction of field extensions with Galois group 
DC. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
In the paper [lo] of R. Ware, a field of class C (or C-field, or rigid field) 
is defined to be a field whose Witt ring is isomorphic to a group ring 
Z/nZ[G] for some n 3 0 and some group G. It was shown there that G is 
necessarily of exponent 2, and that n = 0, 2, or 4, accordingly as the level 
s(F) of the field F is co, 1, or 2. (Recall that s(F) is the least positive integer 
n for which - 1 can be expressed as a sum of n squares in F; s(F) := cc if 
no such n exists.) In the same paper it was shown that C-fields F with 
s(F) = 1 and at least four square classes are characterized by the property 
that the dihedral group D of order 8 does not occur as a Galois group 
over F. 
In this paper we show that C-fields as a whole are characterized by the 
property that a certain group DC of order 16 (which will be defined below) 
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does not occur as a Galois group over F, provided that F has at least 8 
square classes. Moreover we show how to distinguish the level of C-fields 
by the appearance of the groups C := the cyclic group of order 4 and D, 
completing the result of R. Ware. We obtain these results by analyzing the 
splitting of certain products of quaternion algebras over the field F. 
1. BACKGROUND RESULTS 
We recall in this section the definition of C-fields which we will use, as 
well as some elementary facts about such fields. Many more results on 
C-fields (and various equivalent definitions) can be found in [lo]. In 
addition we present necessary criteria for the appearance of certain groups 
as Galois groups over a field F, in terms of the splitting of products of 
quaternion algebras. 
The notation follows [3] for material regarding quadratic forms. 
Throughout we will assume all fields to have characteristic 22. Also 
F* := F\ {0}, and (a, 6) will denote the F-quaternion algebra generated by 
anti-commuting elements i and j with i* = a and j* = b. We will use D,(q) 
to denote the set of elements in F* represented by the quadratic form q. 
Then (a, b) is split if and only if b E DF( (1, -a)). We will write [a] to 
indicate the square class aF** of a in F*/F*2. 
DEFINITION. A field F will be called a C-field if DF( ( 1, a ) ) = 
(Cl], [a]} for all UEF*\+F . ** In other words, C-fields are those for 
which the values taken by binary forms with non-square determinants are 
always as few as possible. 
We remark that it is easy to show that the level s(F) of a C-field F must 
always be 1, 2, or co. (See, e.g., [lo, Prop. 1.11.) 
Our goal is to distinguish C-fields by the presence or absence of certain 
2-groups as Galois groups over them. The groups we will be interested in 
are the dihedral group D of order 8, the quaternion group Q of order 8, 
the cyclic group C of order 4, and the central product DC of D and C, 
obtained by identifying the center Z(D) of D with the unique subgroup of 
order 2 in C. We will be especially interested in the group DC, and for this 
reason we take the time to record some facts about this particular group. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. The following statements hold for the group DC : 
(i) The group DC has order 16 and is generated by involutions. 
(ii) All proper homomorphic images of DC are elementary abelian 
2-groups. 
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(iii) The group DC is isomorphic to the groups G, and G, which have 
the following presentations : 
G,:=(E, S1,6,,y16f=6z=1, [6,,6,]=~,y’=~,ycentral) 
G2 := (E, ~1,~2, cr3 1 a: = 0: = 0: = 1, ~~ = 1, [ai, a,] = .s, 1 < i <j< 3, E central). 
Proof That DC has order 16 is clear from the definition; that it is 
generated by involutions will be clear when we prove (iii), since Gz is 
generated by involutions. Observe also that the group G, is isomorphic to 
DC by the definition of the central product. To prove (ii), observe that any 
non-trivial normal subgroup of G, must contain E, and hence contains the 
Frattini subgroup @(G,). Then any homomorphic image of G, (or DC) is 
elementary abelian. For (iii), note that if D is generated by two involutions 
6, and 6,, and C by y, and we identify E= [S,, S,] =y2 in D and C, then 
we can put gl=dl, cz=&, a,=6,6,y. This gives G,rG,. 
We need to determine criteria for the appearance of the groups C, D, Q, 
and DC as Galois groups over F. The criteria we develop will be special 
cases of the following more general result. 
THEOREM 1.2 (Embedding Criterion) [l]. Let K= F(&, . . . . &), 
where F is a field and the a,‘s are elements of F* independent modulo F*2. 
Let G = Gal(K/F), and consider a (non-split) central extension G * of Ef2Z 
by G, i.e., a group G * for which the sequence 
1-+2/2Z-+G*+G+l 
is exact, with the image of Z/22 contained in Z(G*), and G * is not 
isomorphic to Gx Z/22. Let a,, . . . . or generate G, where ai( 
( - l)a(i,i)& and let a:, . . . . of be any set of preimages of ol, . . . . (T, in G *. 
Definec~~{O,1},i~j,byc~=1o[a~,o~]#1,i~j;c~i=1~(a~)2#1. 
There exists a Galois extension L/F, L 2 K, such that Gal(L/F) E G * and 
the surjection G * + G is the natural surjection of Galois groups, tf and only 
if nisi (ai, a,)‘” = 1 E Br(F) 
In fact, this result has long been known for the groups C, D, and Q 
For C and D this result is “folklore” and not difficult to prove. (See 
[3, Chap. 7, Ex. 8; 83.) The result for Q was proved by Witt in 1936 [12]. 
For the group DC, we provide an elementary proof in the appendix to this 
paper. For convenience we record the necessary conditions for these four 
groups here. 
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COROLLARY 1.3. Let F be a field. 
(i) The group C appears as a Galois group over F if and only if there 
exists aEF*\F*2 such that (a,a)=l EBB. 
(ii) The group D appears as a Galois group over F zf and only zf there 
exist elements a, b E F*, independent mod F*2, such that (a, b) = 1 E Br(F). 
(iii) The group Q appears as a Galois group over F if and only if there 
exist elements a, b E F*, independent mod F*2, such that (a, b)(a, a)(b, 6) = 
1 E Br(F). 
(iv) The following two equivalent conditions are necessary and sufficient 
for DC to appear as a Galois group over the field F. 
(i) There exist elements a, b, c E F *, independent mod F *2, such 
that (a, b)(c, c) = 1 E Br(F). 
(ii) There exist elements a, 6, c E I;*, independent mod F*2, such 
that (a, b)(a, c)(b, c) = 1 E Br(F). 
2. CLASSIFICATION OF C-FIELDS 
We begin by giving some conditions for the appearance of the groups C, 
D, Q, and DC as Galois groups over F, depending on the level s(F) of F. 
Here we are not yet assuming F to be a C-field. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. (i) Let s(F) = 1. Zf F has at least 2 square classes, then 
C is an F-Galois group. The group D appears as an F-Galois group o Q 
appears, and zf F has at least 8 square classes, this is equivalent to the group 
DC appearing. 
(ii) Let s(F) = 2, and assume that F has at least 4 square classes. 
Then the groups C, D, and Q always appear as Galois groups over F. 
(iii) Let s(F) 3 4. Zf F has at least 4 square classes, then D arises as 
a Galois group over F. Zf the group Q appears, then DC appears, in which 
case F has at least 8 square classes. Zf C appears and F has at least 8 square 
classes, then DC appears. 
Proof: Assume s(F)=l. If aEF*\F*2, then (a,a)=l and C is an 
F-Galois group. If there are at least 4 square classes, then for a, b independent 
mod F*2, (a, b) = 1 E Br(F) o (a, b)(a, a)(b, b) = 1 E Br(F); this shows 
Do Q. Finally, if a, b, c are independent mod F*2, then (a, 6) = 1 o 
(a, b)(c, c) = 1, giving Do DC. 
Next assume s(F) = 2. Then - 14 F*2, and (- 1, - 1) = 1, so C appears 
(even if F has only the two square classes 1 and - 1). Let a E F*\ + F*2. 
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Then (a, -a)= 1, so D appears, and also (a, a)( - 1, - l)(a, - 1) = 
(-1, -l)= 1, so Q appears. 
For the case when s(F) 2 4, we have (a, -a) = 1, as in the preceding 
case, so D appears whenever there are at least 4 square classes. Now if Q 
appears, we have (a, b)(a, a)(& b) = 1, for a, b independent mod F *‘. Then 
also C-114{Cal, Cbl, CabI), f or if so, the equality above reduces to 
( - 1, - 1) = 1, contradicting s(F) > 4. This means that F has at least 8 
square classes, and we can rewrite the condition for Q as 
(a, b)(a, -l)(b, -l)= 1. This is the condition for DC to appear, 
where c = -1. If C appears, then (c, c) = 1 for some c$ +F**. Then if 
F has at least 8 square classes, 3u~ F* with a$ fF*2 u +cF**, and 
(a, -a)(~, c) = 1, so DC appears. 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose that IF*/F*2j > 8. Then F is a C-field ifund only 
if the group DC does not appear us a Gulois group over F. 
Proof. First we show that if F is not a C-field, then DC does appear as 
a Galois group over F. Suppose initially that s(F) = 1. Since F is not a 
C-field, there exist a, b E F* \ F*2 with b E DF( (1, a)) such that a and b are 
linearly independent mod F . *’ Then (a, b) = 1. Choose c E F* such that a, 
b, c are all independent mod F*2 (which is possible since F contains at 
least 8 square classes). Because s(F) = 1, we also have (c, c) = 1, and hence 
(a, b)(c, c) = 1. Then DC is a Galois group over F. 
Now suppose s(F) > 1. Since F is not a C-field, there exist an element 
UEF*\~F*~ and an element b with [b]${[l], [-a]} such that 
b E DF( (1, -a)). There are three subcases to consider, according as (1) 
b=u (mod F*2), (2) b= -1 (mod F*2), or (3) neither of the preceding 
two conditions hold. 
(1) We may assume b = a. Since F contains at least 8 square classes, 
we can find c E F* such that c, a, and - 1 are independent mod F*2. Since 
a is represented by (1, -a), we have (a, a) = 1, and necessarily 
(c, - c) = 1. Then (u, a)(~, - c) = 1, and DC arises as a Galois group 
over F. 
(2) We may assume b = -1, so ( - 1, a) = (a, a) = 1. Proceeding as in 
case (1 ), we see that DC occurs as a Galois group over F, 
(3) Here the elements a, b, and - ub are all independent mod F*2, 
and (a, 6) = 1 by assumption. Then (a, b)(ub, -ab) = (a, b)(u, -ub) 
(b, -ub) = 1, and again we have DC appearing as a Galois group over F. 
Conversely, we must show that if F is a C-field, then DC does not 
appear as a Galois group over F. We know that DC appears if and only 
if there exist elements a, b, c in F*, independent mod F*2, with 
(a, b)(c, c)= 1 = Br(F). Assume that we have such a, b, c and that F 
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is a C-field. Then (--a, -6, ab) g (-c, -c, 1). If (-a, -6, ab) is 
anisotropic, then (because F is a C-field), [-cl E {[--a], C-b], [ab] >, 
and so by independence [-cl = Cab]. But then (--a, -b)z (1, -c), 
and C-cl~ {C-al, C-bl}, a contradiction. If ( -a, -b, ab) is isotropic, 
then either [b] = [-a] or [a] = [ - 11. In either case, by independence 
s(F) > 2 and [c] # [ - 11. However, ( -c, -c, 1) must be isotropic, which 
implies c E D( ( 1, -c)). This contradicts the fact that F is a C-field. Hence 
DC does not occur. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let F be a C-field with at least 8 square classes. Then the 
level of F can be determined as follows: 
(i) s(F) = 1 o D does not appear as a Galois group over F. 
(ii) s(F) = 2 o C and D appear as Galois groups over F. 
(iii) s(F) = co o C does not appear as a Galois group over F. 
ProoJ: If s(F) = 1 and D arises as a Galois group over F, then by 
(Prop. 2.1), DC also is an F-Galois group, contradicting the assumption 
that F is a C-field. Conversely, if D does not appear as a Galois group over 
any field with at least 4 square classes, then (Prop. 2.1) again shows that 
field must have level 1. If s(F) = co and C is an F-Galois group, then we 
have seen that DC is also, so again this cannot occur if F is a C-field. Con- 
versely, if C does not occur as a Galois group over a field F (with at least 
2 square classes), then F must be Pythagorean of infinite level. If s(F) = 2, 
we have seen that C and D are always present as Galois groups over F. 
Finally, if both C and D occur as Galois groups over a C-field F, then the 
preceding two cases show that s(F) # 1 and s(F) # co, so necessarily 
s(F) = 2. 
For the sake of completeness, we should also remark on the situation 
when F has fewer than 8 square classes. The held F has one square class 
(and hence is a C-field by default) if and only if F has no 2-extensions. The 
field F has 2 square classes (and again is a C-field by default) if and only 
if every finite f-extension of F is cyclic [ 10, Prop. 3.101. In the case of 4 
square classes it is possible for a field not to be a C-field. In this case the 
absence of D as a Galois group over F distinguishes C-fields of level 1. If 
C does not occur but D does, then F is necessarily Pythagorean of infinite 
level, and if F has only 4 square classes it will automatically be a C-field. 
In the case of a field of level 2 with 4 square classes, two possibilities can 
occur: either F is a C-field, or binary forms are universal over F. These two 
cases cannot be distinguished by considering only central extensions of 
Z/22 by (Z/2Z’)k. However, if binary forms are universal over a field F (of 
any level) with at least 4 square classes, then it is easily seen that the direct 
product C x C arises a Galois group over that field. On the other hand, it 
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can be shown that this group does not appear as an F-Galois group when 
F is a C-field of level 2. By examining the theorems in this section, we 
obtain the following result. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let F be afield. 
(i) If IF*/F*‘) 24, then C arises as a Galois group over F but D 
does not if and only if F is a C-field of level 1. 
(ii) If 1 F*/F**l > 8, then D and C (or Q) arise as Galois groups over 
F but DC does not if and only if F is a C-field of level 2. 
(iii) If IF*/F*‘l 24, then D arises as a Galois group over F but 
neither C nor DC does if and only if F is a C-field of infinite level. 
The situation can be summed up by the following chart, where “+” 
indicates that the given group does appear as a Galois group over the field, 
and “ - ” indicates that it does not. 
(C D DC 
s(F)= 1 + - - 
s(F) = 2 + + - 
s(F)=m - + - 
In particular, the presence or absence of the group DC determines whether 
or not F is a C-field, while the presence or absence of the groups C and D 
determine the level of F when F is a C-field. 
In closing we should remark that these results can also be obtained by 
examining possible quotient groups of the Galois groups of the quadratic 
closures of C-fields. These Galois groups have been determined in 
[2,10, 111. An easier approach is to consider quotients of the so-called 
W-group of F, which is the Galois group of a certain (generally much 
smaller) 2-extension of F [S]. (The W-groups of C-fields have been 
determined in [6].) Indeed this was the approach initially taken by the 
authors. Using this method (and certain results on 2-groups developed in 
[4]), one can prove the slightly stronger result that the only central 
extensions of Z/22 by (Z’/2Z)k which occur as Galois groups over C-fields 
F are C, D, Q, and direct products of these three groups with (Z/2Z)k, 
according to the level of F as determined above [7]. 
APPENDIX: FIELDS WITH DC AS A GALOIS GROUP 
In this appendix we show that the group DC arises as a Galois group 
over the field F if and only if there exist a, b, c independent mod F*2, with 
(a, b)(c, c) = 1 E Br(F), if and only if there exist a’, b’, c’ independent 
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mod F*2, with (a’, h’)(a’, c’)(h’, c’) = 1 E Br(F). This follows from 
Theorem 1.2; however, here we provide an elementary proof which as a 
bonus gives us an explicit construction of the Galois extension using the 
relationship (a, b)(c, c) = 1. The idea of using products of elements of quad- 
ratic extensions of F was motivated by [9, Prop. 4.21. Before we begin, we 
recall two salient and well-known facts about quaternion algebras. Here 
and in what follows, N, denotes the norm map from F(A) to F for 
XE F*\F*=. B y abuse of notation we also use this to denote { y E F: 
y=N,(z) for some ZEF(&)*}. 
PROPOSITION A.1 [3, Chap. 31. Let a, 6, c, d be elements of F*, F a 
field. Then 
(i) (a, b)= lEBr(F)oaENbebEN,, and 
(ii) (a,b)=(c,d)EBr(F)obN,ndN,nN,,#12/. 
THEOREM A.2. Suppose there exist elements a, b, CE F*, linearly 
independent mod F*2, such that (a, b)(c, c) = 1 E Br(F). Then there is afield 
L which is a quadratic extension of K := F(&, &, A), such that LIP is 
Galois with Gal(L/F) r DC. 
ProoJ By (Proposition A.1 (ii)), 3 y E N, such that cby E N, and 
cy E N,, . Set 
4=x,+&, d2=~2+ 4~2, d3=x3+&&, 
such that N,(d,) = y, N,(d,) = cby, and N,,(d,) = cy, where xi, yi are in F, 
l<id3. Let d=d,d2d3EK, and define L:=K(,/d). Let (an,ab,ac)= 
Gal(K/F) g (Z/2Z)3, where aa sends & to -A, but fixes & and fi, 
and so forth. We will prove the following two claims to complete the 
theorem. 
tl) aa? ab? ac extend to automorphisms a,*, a,*, a,* of L/F, so that 
L/F is a Galois extension. 
(2) Let xeGal(L/K) be given by x(G) = -&. Then 
DCrGal(L/F)= (x, a,*, a$, a,*: x2=az2=az2= 1, a:2= [af, at] =x, 
a: central). 
To check (1) we define r*(G) = Jz(d), VIE Gal(K/F). An explicit 
calculation for the generators a,, ab, ac gives 
a,(d)d= a,(d,) d, a,(d,) d2a,(d3)d3 = df(cby) cy, and so 
a,(d) = (c2y2b/didf)d. Then a,*( $) = (cy ,,@d2d3) &. 
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Similarly, one sees that a:( Jrd) = $, and a,*( &) = ( y&Jd,d3) &. 
To check (2) we must check the relations on x, a,*, of, a$, 
ac4($)=(-cy,,&/d2d3) &= -aza,*($), so [a,*,a,*]=x. 
a,*‘(d) = a,*(( y&/d,d,) ,/?) = ( -y2c/y2c) &=x( fi), so or2 = x. 
Clearly az2 = 1, and a,*‘($) = a,“[(cy Jb/d,d,) $1 = (bc2y2/cbyby) 
&=a, so az2= 1. 
Finally, it is not hard to check that a$ a: = a: af and at a: = a,* a$. 
Thus Gal(L/F) E DC as desired. 
Next we must show, given a Galois extension L/F with Gal(L/F) E DC, 
that there exist a, b, CE F*, linearly independent mod F**, such that 
(a, b)(c, c) = 1 E Br(F). We may assume that the following situations hold: 
(1) L=K:=F(&,&,&)=F,whereGal(K/F)=(a,,a,,a,)~ 
ww3, and aa, ab, ar act as described in Theorem A.2. 
(2) Gal(L/F) = (~,a,“, az,az: x2 = az2 = at’ = 1, a,*’ = 
[a,*, a;] = 1, a,* central), where azIK=a,, atjK=ab, arIK=ac, and 
XIK= 1. 
(3) Gal(L/F( &)) g D. 
(4) Gal(L/F(J;f))~Gal(L/F(fi))zZ/2iZxZ/4E. 
(5) L=K(&) for some dEF(&,&), and x(d)= -Jd. 
That we may assume (1) and (2) is clear; (3) and (4) follow from (1) and 
(2). Finally, (5) follows from the fact that Gal(L/F( &, J )) E 
Z/ZZ x Z/2E. There are two other quadratic extensions of F( &, J) in L 
besides K; we can choose d E F( &, fi ) such that F( &, ,,6, &) is one 
of them. 
THEOREM A.3. Let LfF be an extension of fields such that (l)-(5) above 
hold. Then (a, b)(c, c) = 1 E Br(F). 
ProoJ: As before, we observe that it suftices to find an element YEN, 
such that cby E N, and cy E N,,. To find such a y, we consider the three 
elements k, = a,(d)d, k, = a,(d)(d), and k,, = a,a,(d)(d). Now k,, k,, k,, 
are in K*2 7 because L/F is Galois. Then it is easy to see that the following 
hold: 
k,EF(&)nK*2=F(&)*2ubF(J;;)*2ucF(J;;)*2ubcF(J;;)*2. 
k,EF(&)nK*2=F(,,6)*2yaF(&)*2ubF(&)*2”abF(&)*2. 
k,,~F(,/&)nK**=F(,,&)**ubF(&)**ucF(~)** 
ubcF(&)*2. 
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Thus we may write k, =f,.di for some fc E F and d, E F(A), k, =f,d: for 
some ~,EF and d,.EF(,,/?), and k,,. = f,,dic for some f,, E F and d,,. E 
F(A). By applying the automorphisms o,*, cr,*, and g,* to the elements 
k,, k,, k,,, we will be able to determine precisely in which of the four given 
cosets each of these elements lies. We give the details for k,.. 
u:(&)=u:2(Jii)u;(&)= -$u,*(J;i)= -Jk, 
=ar(~)o,*(d,)=ar(~)d,= -&4x 
so we may take f, = c or cb. 
so we have f, = c. 
(Here we have a choice: o;( &) = -$I. But for either choice the signs 
cancel.) We argue similarly for the other two elements, evaluating af on 
fi to see f, = 1 or b, and (T: on k, to show in fact f, = 6. For K, 
we use ~*a,* and o$ to show that f,, = bc. Finally, by calculating 
C,h, dY;rd) C&h a,* a,*( $) in three different ways, we will achieve 
the desired result. We have 
Now let y = N,d,. Then by E cN,, so cby E N,, and by E bcN,,, so cy E N,,. 
This then gives (a, b)(c, c) = 1 E Br(F), by Proposition A.l. 
We have thus shown that DC is a Galois group over F if and only if 
(a, b)(c, c) = 1 E Br(F) for some linearly independent elements a, b, 
CEF*\F **. We conclude by g’ ’ rvmg an equivalent condition. 
PROPOSITION A.4 There exist a, b, c E F*, linearly independent 
mod F**, such that (a, b)(c, c) = 1 E Br(F), if and only if there exist 
elements a’, b’, c’ E I;*, linearly independent mod F **, such that 
(a’, b’)(a’, c’)(b’, c’) = 1 E Br(F). 
Proof: Set a’= UC, b’= bc, and c’= c. Then (a’, b’)(a’, c’)(b’, c’) = 
(ac, bc)(ac, c)(bc, c) = (a, b)(c, c). Since a’, b’, c’ are linearly independent 
mod F** if and only if a, 6, c are, the proof follows. 
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